In this work is presented several results for cross sections of exotic particles production in electronpositron collisions in future linear electron-positron colliders. It is shown that the central production of exotic leptons, dilatons, radions, axions and technipions in this type of collision can be measurable for the predicted kinematic parameters for linear colliders.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of the next generation linear colliders, opens the possibility of studying the production of particles not predicted in the Standard Model in a new kinematic regime.
One of the advantages of using electrons and positrons as projectiles is its absence of a known substructure, in contrast to hadrons. Due to this simplification, it is possible to study the direct production of states beyond the Standard Model (BSM). The ideia is use the formalism of peripheral collisions to calculate total cross sections in electron positron collisions, e − e + → e − X e + , where X is a beyond Standard Model particle (see fig. (I). The following different possibilities for this exotic states are: radion, dilaton, technipion and axion. The BSM physics opportunities in future linear electron colliders are described in [1] for CLIC and in [2] for ILC. The central production of resonances is a very good process to search and study the exotic particles states due his advantages. In previous works, we already obtain results of magnetic monopoles [3] and radion [4] and dilaton [5] production in hadron-hadron collisions.
An advantage of this process is the measurement of the projectiles after the interaction, enabling the measurement of the energy deposited in the detector of the produced central state or by its decay products. Another advantage is its very clean experimental signature on the detector: two leptons separated by a rapidity interval (angle) of a central activity on the detector.
II. THEORY
We use the simple model in equivalent photon approximation [6] to calculate the total cross sections, valid in diferent cases: electron-electron, proton-proton and ion-ion collisions.
The expression for cross-section reads
where M X is the mass of the central produced system, S is the center-of-mass energy of the projectiles, x i is the fraction of the energy of the photon i,ŝ = x 1 x 2 s N N , f (x) is the photon energy spectrum (or photon flux) produced by a charged particle and σ γγX (ŝ) is the cross section of production of a X state by a fusion of a pair of photons.
For the electron collisions, we use two different expressions for the photon energy spectrum: the first one from Frixione [7] ,
where
with m e being the electron mass, E the energy beam, and θ c = 30 mrad; and the second one photon flux comes from Budnev et al. [8] ,
where E = E(1 − x) is the energy of the scattered photon.
A comparison with the luminosities of the electron, proton and nuclei is displayed in the figure (II). In this figure, we plot the electron photon flux from the above expressions, eq.
(2) and eq. (3); in the proton case, we plot the expressions from Dress and Zeppenfeld [9] , from Nystrand [6] and the result of Wëiszacker and Williams for a point charge photon flux (see the expression in [6] ). Note the quite different behavior depending of the projectile:
ions (lead, in the case) produce numerous photons at small x values, whereas, in large x values, the larger photon flux comes from electron projectiles, favoring the production of The last term of the total cross section of production of central state is the cross section of the process γγ → X , given by
where J is the spin of the produced state, Γ X γγ is the partial decay width of X in two photons, Γ tot is the total decay width, and W γγ is the two photons CM energy. In the case of a narrow resonance (Γ tot M X ) the above result, using a Dirac delta function, reads
Is easy to obtain the following expression (using proprieties of Dirac delta function) from
Eq. (1),
This is the final expression for the calculation of the cross-section for ee → eX e. In the following, we consider some particular cases of central produced particles to obtain the decay width in two photons, the remaining part of the cross section, Eq. (6).
III. RESULTS
In this section, we will calculate the particle production considering photon -photon interactions for electron-positron collisions at CLIC/ILC energies. In particular, we will extend the results for particle production in hadron collisions. All the cross sections are obtained using the planned energies for electron-positron colliders: √ s = 0.5 TeV for ILC; √ s = 1.5 TeV and √ s = 3.0 TeV for CLIC. We also use the two different photon luminosities.
In next subsections, we consider the particular cases of central produced systems.
A. Dilepton production
Before considering more complex exotic states, let's consider the production of dileptons.
The dilepton production is one of the "standard candle" process of central production. This process (γγ → µ + µ − ) have a well known cross section, given by the Breit-Wheeler formula (see [10] and [11] ),
The (preliminary) results for the energies planned in ILC/CLIC is shown in Fig. (III A) .
In the result obtained, we consider a mass range with a high upper limit to consider, in addition to light particles, other particles such as charginos [12] . In this paper we extend the previous studies for exclusive processes [4] for electron colliders. The signal would be a clear one with a radion tagged in the central region of the detector accompanied by two electrons. In contrast to the inclusive production, which is characterized by large QCD activity and backgrounds which complicate the identification of a new physics signal, the exclusive production will be characterized by a clean topology mediated by colorless exchanges.
The γγ → Φ cross section can be expressed as follows
The partial decay width of radion into two photons was calculated in [14, 15] and is given by:
with m Φ is the radion mass, being given by
The result for cross section of production of radion as function of mass is displayed in the Fig. (III B) .
C. Dilaton
The prediction of the existence of new scalar particles is a characteristic of several candidate theories beyond the standard model (SM) (See e.g. Ref. [16] ). One of these particles is the dilaton, denoted as χ, which is predicted to appears as a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson in spontaneous breaking of scale symmetry [17] . In the particular scenario in which electroweak symmetry is broken via strongly coupled conformal dynamics, a neutral dilaton particular emphasis in the discrimination of the dilaton from the SM Higgs signals [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
In this paper we extend the previous study for exclusive processes [5] .
The partial decay width of the dilaton into two photons, Γ χ→γγ , was calculated in [20] and is given by:
where υ = 246 GeV is the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking, f is the energy scale of conformal scale, α em is the electromagnetic coupling constant, N c is the number of colors, Q f is the fermion charge. Moreover, the coefficient C γ is given by [20] 
D. Axion
The QCD axion was proposed to solve the strong-CP problem in QCD and is a candidate to constitute the cosmological dark matter. The axion have a rich phenomenology and for an introduction for it see [25] [26] [27] [28] . In few words, the strong-CP problem is the extremely small neutron electric dipole model, that indicates the fine-tuned cancellation of CP violation in QCD. Among other solutions, the Peccei-Quinn one dynamically cancels CP-violation in QCD but introduces the axion, a pseudoscalar particle.
The central production of axions or ALPs (axion likes particles) in hadronic collisions by photon or gluon fusion in central exclusive processes is analyzed in [???]. Recently, [29] analyzed the virtual production of axions in CLIC.
Here the results are obtained using the following expression for decay width [25, 30, 31] ,
where 1 GeV < m a < 100 GeV and 1/f 2 = 10 −2 GeV −1 , 10 −4 GeV −1 are related with the axion coupling with photons. The result for cross section of production of dilaton as function of mass is displayed in the Fig. (III D) . 
E. Technipions
Light exotic states are predicted by high-scale strongly coupled dynamics, known as technicolor. In [32] the theory and results for the central exclusive production of technicolor particles, in particular, a neutral technipion, in hadron collisions in LHC are presented. One of the results of [32] is the dominance of the diphoton decay of technipion for light masses.
We use this fact to obtain the cross section in electron-electron collisions. Using the previous formalism, the two-photon technipion decay width reads
where mπ is the technipion mass, α elm is the fine structure constant, g T C = 10 is a effective coupling and MQ is the mass of techniquark.
The result for cross section of production of technipions as function of mass is displayed in the Fig. (III E) . 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, estimates are presented for the cross section of BSM particles production in electron-positron linear colliders, expected to start into operation in the coming years.
These colliders offer a unique opportunity to study these exotic states in a clear way.
This process is unfavorable in relation to the energy of center of mass and the photon luminosity of the hadron collisors, where it is possible to emit a large number of photons, available for interaction and later creation of states. But, as mentioned above, in larges values of x, the electron luminosity surpass the hadron luminosity. In electron collisions, the final state is cleaner and also, due to the absence of (known) electron structure, we do not have the possibility of multiple final states in the detector, generated by the dissociation of hadronic projectiles.
The results for the cross section presented depend, in general, strongly on the mass of the produced particle (σ ∼ m 3 ), resulting, as expected, in small cross sections for large masses.
In general, we have higher results when Budnev photon luminosity, Eq. (3), is used than Frixione expression, Eq. (2). It is also noted that the half-life of the produced states can be very short, and it is not possible to measure the state produced in the detector so only the products of decay can be measured. However, as we are considering different models, there are other free parameters that make the cross section measurable.
